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Abstract: Digital watermark technology is now drawing attention as a new method of protecting digital content from unauthorized
copying. A novel audio watermarking algorithm is used to protect against unauthorized copying of digital audio. Watermarking scheme
includes a psychoacoustics model to ensure that the watermarking does not affect the quality of the original sound. The watermarking
scheme is robust against common signal processing attacks and it introduces no audible distortion after watermark insertion.
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1. Introduction

1.3 Efficiency

The Music industry is looking for reliable solutions to
problems associated with the protection and misuse of
audio data. Restriction of access to the data is not
manageable in applications where the user needs to access
the data in order to enjoy it. New methods like digital
watermarking, and encryption amongst others have been
proposed to meet these needs.
Digital watermark technology is now drawing attention as
a new method of protecting digital content from
unauthorized copying of digital content. A digital
watermark was a signal added to the original digital data,
which can later be extracted or detected. The watermark
was intended to be permanently embedded into the digital
data so that authorized users can easily access it. The
watermark should not degrade the quality of the digital
data. Some of the issues that must be kept in mind while
testing the efficiency of an audio watermarking algorithm
are discussed here.
1.1 Inaudibility
The presence of the audio watermark should not
compromise with the quality of the given audio signal.
The acceptability of the impairments depends on the
intended audience. Some people argue that any alteration
of the original sound is unacceptable. The inaudibility of
the watermark is of most priority for an audio
watermarking scheme.
1.2 Robustness
The watermark data should be detectable even after the
audio has been subjected to a wide variety of distortions
introduced by broadcast, audio compression algorithms
and Internet distribution, home recording devices and
other manipulations. A robust watermark is one that is
able to maintain its integrity and is detectable despite such
manipulations.

The embedding and detection of the watermark data
should be achievable at an optimum cost in terms of
computation and equipment.
1.4 Security
One of the key issues for any kind of covert technology is
Security. The watermarks need to be designed to be
resistant to attempts at forgery, alteration, erasure and
decoding by unauthorized parties. Different methods can
be used to make sure that the algorithm is secure. One of
the methods is the use of a "key" while embedding the
watermark. To make the algorithm more secure the "key"
should be unique so as to protect against proliferation.
Several digital watermark algorithms have been proposed,
but most watermark algorithms focus on
image and
video. Only a few audio watermark algorithms have been
reported.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
literature survey. Section 3 presents the proposed
watermarking scheme, including the embedding and
detection process. We show the experimental results of the
proposed algorithm in section 4 and conclude the paper in
section 5.

2. Literature Survey
Bender et al. [9] proposed several watermarking
techniques, which include the following: spread-spectrum
coding, which uses a direct sequence spread-spectrum
method; echo coding, which employs multiple decaying
echoes to place a peak in the cepstrum domain at a known
location; and phase coding, which uses phase information
as a data space. Unfortunately, these watermarking
algorithms cause perceptible signal distortion .Swanson et
al. [1] presented an audio watermarking algorithm that
exploits temporal and frequency masking by adding a
perceptually shaped spread-spectrum sequence. However,
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thhe disadvantagge of this schheme is that thhe original auudio
siignal is needed in the waterrmark detectioon process Bassia
ett al. [3] presented a watermarking schheme in the time
doomain. They embedded a watermark
w
in the time dom
main
off a digital audio signal by slightlyy modifying the
am
mplitude of eaach audio sam
mple. The charracteristics of this
m
modification
w
were
determinned both by thhe original siggnal
annd the copyrright owner key. Solana Technology [4]
prroposed a watermark
w
a
algorithm
bassed on spreeadsppectrum codding using a linear prredictive codding
teechnique and fast Fourier transform (FF
FT) to determ
mine
thhe spectral shaape. In the waatermark detecction process, the
w
watermarked
a
audio
signal is
i whitened before
b
correlattion
using the rakke receiver and show low robustnness.
c
in the
Furthermore, thhey have a reelative high complexity
deetection proceess.
Inn this papeer the wateermark embbedding scheeme
acccomplishes perceptual trransparency after waterm
mark
em
mbedding by exploiting thee masking efffect of the hum
man
auuditory system
m, as in [7]. This
T approach can be appliedd to
otther signals, such
s
as image and video. For images, this
caan be accompplished by addopting a hum
man visual moodel
[22]. In the prooposed schem
me does not need
n
the original
auudio signal to extract the watermark
w
infoormation.
Linnartz et al. [8] and Deepovere et al. used a sim
L
milar
appproach in image waterrmarking. Thhey applied the
w
whitening
proccedure in waatermark deteection to rem
move
coorrelation in pixels
p
using a low pass filtter. We achieeved
thhis by removiing the audio spectrum in the watermarrked
auudio using a linear preddiction analysis, which is a
frrequently usedd technique inn speech signaal processing.

3.
3 Waterm
marking Sch
heme
3.1
3 Watermarrk Embeddin
ng
Our
O watermarrk-embeddingg scheme is based
b
on a diirect
sequence
s
spreead-spectrum (DSSS) meth
hod. The auxilliary
in
nformation thhat is to be embedded is modulated by
b a
pseudo
p
noise (PN) sequencce. The spread
d-spectrum signal
is then shapedd in the frequuency domain and inserted into
he original audio signaal. The emb
bedding strenngth
th
determines
d
thee energy of thhe watermark signal and cann be
considered
c
as the energy of the noise ad
dded to the auudio
signal.
s
Our gooal was to design the weig
ghting functionn so
th
hat the waterrmark energyy was maximized subject to a
required
r
maxiimal acceptabble distortion.. The strengthh of
th
he embeddedd watermark signal depend
ds on the huuman
perceptual
p
chharacteristics of the au
udio signal. We
accomplished
a
ding scheme that
our goal witth an embedd
exploits
e
the masking
m
effect of the human
n auditory system.
We
W intended to
t adapt the w
watermark so that
t
the energgy of
th
he watermarkk was maxim
mized and thee auditory artiifact
was
w kept as loow as possiblee. We used th
he masking model
m
Audio
A
Psychoacoustics Moddel. Simultaneeous maskingg is a
frequency
f
dom
main phenomeenon where a low-level siignal
can
c
be made inaudible byy a simultan
neously occurrring
stronger
s
signal. The low-levvel signals bellow this threshhold
will
w not be auddible. The filttering is then applied to thee PN
sequence
s
usinng the filter ccoefficients obtained
o
from
m the
all-pole
a
modeeling to shapee the waterm
mark signal too be
imperceptible in the frequuency domain
n. This maskking
hreshold is the limit forr maximizing
g the waterm
mark
th
energy
e
while keeping
k
the peerceptual audiio quality.
In
I our embeedding process, we repeeatedly applyy an
embedding
e
opperation on short segmen
nts of the auudio
signal.
s
Each one
o of these ssegments is called
c
a framee. A
diagram
d
of thhe audio wattermark-embeedding schem
me is
shown
s
in Figuure1.
Using
U
the conccept of the Pssychoacoustic model and DSSS
D
method,
m
our watermark
w
embbedding workss as follows:
a)
a Calculate thhe masking thhreshold of the current anallysis
audio
a
frame using the Pssychoacousticc model withh an
analysis
a
audio frame size saamples and FF
FT.
b)
b Generate thhe PN sequencce
c)
c Perform thee FFT to the ccopyright info
ormation, whicch is
modulated
m
by the PN sequennce.
d)
d Using the masking thrreshold, shap
pe the waterm
mark
signal
s
to be im
mperceptible inn the frequenccy domain.
e)
e Compute the
t inverse F
FFT of the sh
haped waterm
mark
signal.
s
f)
f Create the final
f
watermarrked audio sig
gnal by addingg the
watermark
w
siggnal to the oriiginal audio signal
s
in the time
t
domain.
d

F
Figure
1: Block diagram off audio waterm
mark embeddiing
and detectiion procedure

As
A shown in figure
f
2, we haave got the ho
opped signal from
f
th
he Copyright information ((original bit sequence)
s
andd PN
sequence.
s
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not
n having acccess to the oriiginal signal is
i essential in real
environments
e
such as bbroadcasting. The waterm
mark
detection
d
proccedure does noot require acceess to the origginal
audio
a
signal too detect the waatermark sign
nal.

Figure 2: Diffferent signalss (Original Bit Sequence, PN
P
S
Sequence,
andd Hopped Signnal)
P
Psychoacousti
ics Model
Psychoacousticcs is the studdy of the percception of souund.
T
Through
expeerimentation, psycho accousticians have
h
esstablished thaat the human ear
e presents seeveral limitatioons.
Inn particular, when two toones, close to
t each otherr in
frrequency, are played simulltaneously, freequency maskking
m
may,
if one off the tones is sufficiently looud, it masks the
otther one. Psychoacousttic models generalize the
frrequency-masking effect to non-tonal.

Figure 4: Exxtracted Originnal informatio
on with no attaack

4.
4 Experim
mental Resu
ults
The
T audio signnals used in thhe experiments were sampleed at
44.1
4
kHz with
w
a 16 bbits/sample. Information
I
was
embedded
e
intto the audio at a rate of 128 bits perr 15
seconds.
s
4.1
4 Robustnesss Test
To
T
evaluate the perfoormance of the propoosed
watermarking
w
algorithm, w
we tested its robustness. The
detailed
d
robusttness test proccedure is as fo
ollows.
4.1.1
4
Amplitu
ude compression (Deampliication attack
k)
The
T amplitudee of the audioo signal is co
ompressed wiith a
non-linear
n
gaain factor. A
As shown in
n figure 5, after
a
deamplication
d
attack, we exxtract the origiinal bit sequennce.

Figure 3: Com
mparison of Original
O
and watermark
w
auddio
siggnal
3.2 Watermarrk Detection
When designinng a watermarkk detection syystem, we needd to
W
coonsider the desired
d
perforrmance and robustness of the
syystem. The watermark
w
shhould be ablee to be deteccted
unnder common signal proocessing operrations, such as
diigital-to-analoog and analogg-to-digital coonversion, linnear
annd nonlinearr filtering, compressionn, and scaliing.
Furthermore, in
i most applications, wateermark extracttion
prrocesses do noot have to acccess the originnal signal. In fact,
f
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Figure7:
F
Extrracted originaal information with noise atttack
F
Figure
5: Extrracted Originaal informationn with amplituude
com
mpression (Deeamplication) attack
a
de Amplification
4.1.2 Amplitud
The amplitude of the audio signal
T
s
is ampllified with a nonn
linear gain facttor.

Table
T
I showss the robustnness test’s dettection resultss for
th
he various atttacks. We obttained a perfecct detection reesult
for
f
the mixx down, echho addition, and ampliitude
compression.
c
Table 1: Robbustness Test:: Detection Reesult for Varioous
Atttacks
Typ
pe of Attack

Bit Erro
or Rate (%)

Amplitu
ude Compressio
on

0

Amplitu
ude Amplification

0

N
Noise
Attack

0

5.
5 Conclussion

F
Figure
6: Extrracted Originaal informationn with amplituude
amplificaation attack
4.1.3 Noise addition
White noise with
W
w a constantt level of 36 dB
d was addedd to
thhe watermarkeed audio undeer the averageed power leveel of
thhe audio signaal.

In
I this paper, we described a new algo
orithm for diggital
audio
a
watermaarking. The prroposed waterrmark embeddding
scheme
s
accoomplishes peerceptual traansparency after
a
watermark
w
em
mbedding by exploiting the masking effecct of
th
he human auditory
a
systeem. This em
mbedding schheme
adapts
a
the wattermark so thaat the energy of the waterm
mark
is maximized under the connstraint of keeeping the audiitory
artifact
a
as low as possible.
Our
O detectionn procedure eextracts copyrright informaation
without
w
accesss to the originnal signal. Exp
perimental ressults
showed
s
that our waterm
marking schem
me is robustt to
common
c
signnal processingg attacks su
uch as amplitude
compression,
c
a
amplitude
am
mplification an
nd noise as shhown
in
n figure 5, 6 and
a 7.
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